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This book is HUGE! 8.5 X 11 Binding as big as a phone book containing 2 complete books, 
major articles, and a memorial pictorial of the man who for nearly two decades was the 
author of Temple at the Center of Time, Cydonia: The Secret Chronicles of Mars, and 
numerous other works, publishing original and groundbreaking research on his renowned 
Watchers Website. Best-selling authors and syndicated media often cited his findings. This 
included the PAX Television program Encounters: What is Really on Mars, Coast to Coast 
AM, Strange Universe, as well as magazines and books counting the bestselling 1996 UFOs 
and Genesis 6-themed book Alien Encounters by popular Christian researchers Dr. Chuck 
Missler and Dr. Mark Eastman. Now, for the first time, both of David Flynn s best-selling 
books plus his most highly praised and cited articles and a memorial pictorial are published 
in a single large volume in his memory to preserve for posterity the lasting discoveries of 
the young discoverer and Christian researcher whose life ended far too soon. In The David 
Flynn Collection you will discover: The lost pristine knowledge (prisca sapientia) of ancient 
civilizations. How the Temple of Jerusalem is connected in time and distance to history. 
Secrets of Newton in space, time, gravity, light and invented mathematics. How though 
Newton didn't know it, the key to prophecy was right in front of him. The great Cosmic 
Clock embodied in the Ouroboros, and the secret of the serpentine symbol The "gods" 
who ruled the planets in the ages before Adam and their return as "aliens" The distinctly 
Martian influence on human civilization from earliest times to the present The meaning 
behind the esoteric tenet "As Above, So Below" The Great Work of the Mystery Schools 
from its point of origin to the implementation by the modern alchemists of NASA.
Before his passing, David Flynn was the author of several cutting-edge, one-of-a-kind 
research books in his field including Temple at the Center of Time and Cydonia."Only David 
Flynn deciphered Isaac Newton s greatest paradox: None other than the unified field 
theory of Bible prophecy." --Sharon Gilbert, PID Radio

"The size and scope of David Flynn's Teohuanaco discovery simply surpasses 
comprehension. Mammoth traces of intelligence carved in stone and covering hundreds of 
square miles. For those who understand what they are seeing here for the first time, this 
could indeed be the strongest evidence ever found of prehistoric engineering by those 
who were known and feared throughout the ancient world as gods. --Thomas Horn, CEO 
Raiders News Network

"David Flynn was a Gifted Researcher and Genius who was the most amazing man I ever 
met--He was a Time Sensitive Repository of God's Revealed and Sealed knowledge 
whose contemporary understanding spanned the dateless past,as well as unlocking the 
Mysteries of the Cosmos in a manner no one else on Earth has ever embraced.God called 
home his "Gifted one" but those of us who loved him and were aware of his importance in 
History are enriched in a way in which the Full meaning of his writings are yet to be 
understood as they yet play out before our eyes and lives" --Steve Quayle, author of 
Genesis 6 Giants: Master Builders of Prehistoric and Ancient Civilizations
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who were known and feared throughout the ancient world as gods. --Thomas Horn, CEO 
Raiders News Network

"David Flynn was a Gifted Researcher and Genius who was the most amazing man I ever 
met--He was a Time Sensitive Repository of God's Revealed and Sealed knowledge 
whose contemporary understanding spanned the dateless past,as well as unlocking the 
Mysteries of the Cosmos in a manner no one else on Earth has ever embraced.God called 
home his "Gifted one" but those of us who loved him and were aware of his importance in 
History are enriched in a way in which the Full meaning of his writings are yet to be 
understood as they yet play out before our eyes and lives" --Steve Quayle, author of 
Genesis 6 Giants: Master Builders of Prehistoric and Ancient Civilizations
Other Books
Errol Flynn, Though there have been myriad books on Errol Flynn - scores of biographies, 
film studies, analyses, etc. - there has never been one that unfurls his dashing life day-by-
day, predominantly through photos, letters, news clippings, and documents. This book 
does so: from Flynn’s birth in Hobart, Australia in 1909 through to his death in Vancouver, 
Canada in 1959, with over 1,000 images (many rarely or never before published) culled from 
Florczak's personal collection of over 11,000. The book is the result of the author’s travels 
around the world to photograph locations key to Flynn’s life, and with text gathered from 
years of research in the Warner Bros. Archives, the USC Cinematic Arts Library, and the 
Margaret Herrick Library. Among other popular day-by-day pictorial biographies are 
those of Frank Sinatra, Marilyn Monroe, Judy Garland, Ernest Hemingway, Elvis Presley, The 
Beatles, and Eric Clapton. Flynn’s colorful life was lived out on the world stage and a better 
candidate for a book of this style would be hard to find.
�����. Conrad, who wasn't overly taken with  Flynn , offers an impartial view of the man 
while the two worked on  Flynn's  autobiography,  My Wicked ,  Wicked Ways , in 1958 and 
1959 Eddington  Flynn  Haymes, Nora.  Errol  and Me, as told to Cy Rice."
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